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Abstract

We document how the financial portfolios of parents change in response to the

birth of a child. To identify dynamic effects around child birth, we use an event study

approach with a matched treatment and control sample and a novel implementation

of the same sex instrument. We find that parents reduce their financial risk by

a reduced propensity to participate in risky financial markets. Our findings are

consistent with a consumption smoothing response as effects seem to be driven by a

need for liquidity caused by lower earnings and increased consumption and housing

costs. We find little evidence suggesting that parents actively adjust the composition

of their risky financial portfolio in response to child birth.
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1 Introduction

Most parents agree that having children changes priorities in life. The presence of children

potentially affect all parts of the household accounting identity: Income, consumption

and savings. The leading outcome that has been studied by economists, and interested

policymakers, is labor supply. Less is known about how family formation affects household

saving behavior.

Households use financial markets in order to smooth consumption across income

shocks as well as over the life-cycle. The profound effects of children on income (Lund-

borg et al., 2017) and consumption (Browning and Ejrnæs, 2009) are well-established.

Thus, it would not be surprising if children has an important role to play in determining

how and how much to save. Children increase household expenditure and thereby its fi-

nancial capacity to save. Children can also influence households’ investment horizon and

alter the willingness to take risk. These are both important elements of portfolio choice.

In particular, financial risk-taking has important implications for wealth accumulation

and wealth inequality because investments in risky assets historically generated higher

returns than safe assets. If fertility has direct effects on financial risk-taking, this has

policy implications for e.g. how to incentivize families with children to save.

Estimating the causal effects of fertility is known to be difficult given the fact that

the decision to have children is endogenous and influenced by a range of factors. In the

household finance literature, housing (Chetty et al., 2017; Cocco, 2004), labor income risk

(Fagereng et al., 2017b; Heaton and Lucas, 2000) and financial wealth (Calvet and Sodini,

2014) have been found to be important determinants of financial risk-taking. However,

these factors have also been put forward as determinants of fertility. For example, Sommer

(2016) show that uninsurable labor income risk can postpone fertility and lead to reduced

birth rates. Another example is the complicated relation between fertility and housing.

While fertility is a determinant of housing demand, studies have found that causality

likely runs in the opposite direction as well (Dettling and Kearney, 2014; Öst, 2012; Yi

and Zhang, 2010). Thus, there is scope to increase our understanding of the determinants

by disentangling the link between fertility and portfolio choice.

This is the first paper to estimate effects of having additional children on household

financial risk-taking using micro-level data. We use two complimentary approaches for

identification. First, we perform event studies using a matched treatment and control
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sample. Second, we use the sex composition of the first two children as a source of

exogenous variation in parity progression (Angrist and Evans, 1998) in a novel way to

trace out dynamic effects around the birth of a third child. We use detailed Swedish

register data on household portfolios to construct comprehensive measures of financial

risk-taking at the household level. Our data covers Swedish households observed during

2000-2007. However, through other registers we can follow households back to the 1970’s.

Our rich data set allows us to explore several channels through which children may affect

portfolio choice, including income, consumption and housing.

Our results show that the portfolio response to the birth of a child is an increased

propensity to exit financial markets completely. The effect is small but highly persistent.

Our findings are consistent with a consumption smoothing response to (additional) chil-

dren. As child birth is associated with a negative income shock, households are forced to

draw down on financial wealth to finance increased consumption and housing investments.

Our study contributes to two strands of literature. In the consumption literature,

structural modeling is often used to study income, consumption and savings over the

life-cycle (Attanasio and Browning, 1995; Fernández-Villaverde and Krueger, 2007, e.g.).

Although this literature acknowledges the importance of fertility, few papers studies the

causal impact of family size on portfolio choice.1 Regarding financial risk, Love (2010)

develops a structural model of portfolio choice under shocks to martial status and family

size, where parents form probabilistic expectations of the number of children they will

have based on age, education and marital status. Love (2010) finds that children increases

the share of risky assets in households’ portfolios during working ages but is unable to

verify this finding empirically. While a structural approach is able to capture the fact

that family formation, income and consumption are jointly determined, existing work

have little claim on finding a causal effect of family formation on portfolio choice. In

addition, many models relegate the role of children to a deterministic marginal utility

adjustment. If children also affect e.g. preference parameters or investment in durables,

adjusting marginal utility may be overly simplistic.

Second, many studies within the household finance literature are aimed at explaining

heterogeneity in household portfolio choice (e.g. Black et al., 2015; Chetty et al., 2017;

1 A notable exception is Browning and Ejrnæs (2009) who use IV estimates to calibrate a structural

model on consumption effects of children.
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Fagereng et al., 2017a,b). Calvet and Sodini (2014) consider children as a source of

heterogeneity in portfolio choice. They conceptualize children as a source of background

risk, contributing to less risk-taking in financial markets. The authors estimate, using a

twin fixed effects model, that the number of children decrease the share of risky assets

in household portfolios. While their twin design accounts for unobserved factors such as

genes and shared background, they do not account for the fact that family formation is

a decision within each individual’s household. Our study complements previous work by

exploiting exogenous variation in family size.

To understand how and why the presence of children can affect household financial

risk, there are two main channels to consider. Here, we call them the liquidity channel

and the risk preference channel. Underlying the former is the fact that children are

expensive. As such, a rational consumption smoothing agent should save early in life in

order to be able to increase household consumption and maintain a constant marginal

utility of consumption when children are present. Browning and Ejrnæs (2009) finds that

children can fully explain the inverted U-shaped pattern of lifetime consumption that we

often observe in the data. In combination with the fact that earnings, mainly for women,

is negatively affected by children, we should expect a draw down of household financial

assets occurring around the time children are born. While the liquidity mechanism can

account for a decreased exposure to risky financial markets, it is silent on changes to

portfolio preferences for a given level of financial wealth.

The other channel concerns household risk preferences. There are several theoretical

concepts connecting children and family size to parental risk preferences. First, children

can be viewed as a source of background expenditure risk. Uncertainty regarding the

future needs of children can lead to an increased precautionary savings motive. Deidda

(2013) finds a positive association between household financial risk and the amount of

desired precautionary savings. Boar (2018) documents what the author calls "dynastic

precautionary savings", i.e. parents save to insure their children against income shocks.

This behavior suggests not only an increased precautionary motive, but also an expanded

investment horizon.

Second, children can increase the desired level of committed consumption, i.e. the

type of consumption which is costly to adjust, such as housing, cars or other durables.

Chetty and Szeidl (2007) show that committed consumption has two effects on risk pref-
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erences. On one hand, risk aversion increases because the response to a small wealth

shock is concentrated to goods that are not costly to adjust. On the other hand, commit-

ted consumption also introduce a motive for taking gambles where the potential payoff is

large enough to offset the cost of changing committed consumption. The discontinuities

in marginal utility around the threshold where it becomes optimal to change commit-

ted consumption makes the household less risk averse when faced with large gambles

compared to the level of risk aversion implied by standard CRRA preferences.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Swedish register data,

sample selection and construction of variables. Section 3 introduces our identification

strategy and empirical models. Section 4 reports the results and section 5 concludes.

2 Data and summary statistics

Our main source of data is the Swedish wealth register which contains population-wide

highly disaggregated data on individual wealth. Our population consists of all Swedes

born between between 1930 and 1980, including information on their children and parents.

The wealth register was collected for tax purposes during 2000-2007, making these years

our main period of interest.2 Unique individual identifiers enable us to link the wealth

register to several other registers. In addition to linking individuals between registers, we

are able to link spouses as well as parents to their children born up until 2012.

We limit our sample to households with biological children. To maintain a consistent

definition of each birth event, we only consider couples who have all their children together

(as far as we can observe). We restrict the sample to households where the mother was

between 18 and 45 years old at first birth and we also exclude households in the top 1

percent of the financial wealth distribution. Among this group, private equity makes up a

large part of financial wealth and we cannot accurately assess the risk and value of these

holdings (Fagereng et al., 2016).

In this study, our focus is on the financial portfolios of parents.3 Since we focus on the

child-rearing years of our couples, the children are young and are unlikely to have a say

2 The wealth register covers 1999-2007 but we focus on 2000-2007 to facilitate the construction of some

of our outcome variables, e.g. variables based on difference between years.
3 We use the terms households and couples/parents interchangeably
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in the financial decisions of the household and do not earn their own income.4 While we

would like to observe any financial portfolios that parents create in their children’s name,

we are missing an increasingly large fraction of portfolio data for those born after 1990,

meaning that we cannot accurately assess these portfolios. Therefore, we only consider

the portfolios of the mother and father.

The wealth register provides detailed information about an individual’s financial assets

including mutual funds and stocks held at the end of each calendar year. The wealth

register also includes real assets such as residential real estate as well as total outstanding

debt. Bank accounts are reported if they pay a yearly interest of 100 SEK or more.5 To

maintain a representative sample, we impute missing bank accounts by predicted values

from a regression model similar to Calvet et al. (2007).

Using the wealth register, we create several measures of financial risk-taking. We

define risky assets as mutual funds and publicly listed stocks and we define financial

wealth as the nominal value of all financial assets including bank accounts, interest rate

funds, bonds and risky assets. A household’s risky share is the fraction of the market value

of risky assets out of financial wealth. We define market participation as an indicator for

whether or not a household holds any risky assets at all.

The wealth register contains the International Security Identification Number (ISIN)

of each security held by an individual. Using this identifier, we collect third-party data on

historical prices and returns from Bloomberg, ThomsonReuters Datastream, SIX and the

Swedish Investment Fund Association. We use this information to estimate the annual

portfolio volatility for household portfolios during 2000-2007.6 Under the assumption

that the non-risky part of financial wealth has zero volatility of returns, we calculate total

volatility as the share of risky financial assets times portfolio volatility as an unconditional

measure of household financial risk that captures both the extensive and intensive margin.

Market participation among Swedish households is high compared to other Western

countries (Badarinza et al., 2016). Calvet et al. (2009) report that at the end of 2002, 65 %

of Swedish households owned some risky assets and 39 % owned stocks. The participation

4 In our main event studies, 95 percent of observations have children aged 16 or younger.
5 For 1999-2005, bank accounts that accrued a yearly interest of at least 100 SEK are reported. For

2006-2007, accounts with a balance of 10,000 SEK or more are reported.
6 For more details on our measure of portfolio volatility, see section A.3
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rates in our sample is similar.7

The wealth register also contains information on real estate wealth, including owned

apartments, single-family homes, agricultural and commercial real estate. We add data

on real estate transactions (including the purchase price) for single family homes to obtain

an accurate measure of the cash flow stemming from housing.

Using data from the wealth and real estate price register, we construct a register-

based measure of consumption using the budget constraint residual method introduced

by Leth-Petersen (2010) and further developed by Koijen et al. (2014). We calculate

household consumption Cit using the following accounting identity (Kolsrud et al., 2017):

Cit = Yit −
∑
k

pkt(Aikt − Aikt−1), (1)

where Yit is Statistics Sweden’s measurement of household disposable income (net of taxes

and transfers) to which we add imputed rents for home owners to get a comprehensive

measure of income. Ait is a vector consisting of the k assets held by the household and

pt contains the market price for each asset. We know the quantity of each financial asset

in households’ portfolios and we use our third party data on the universe of publicly

traded assets to construct pt for each year. Thus, under the assumption that all trading

transactions take place at the end of each year, we capture the active re-balancing of the

portfolio that contributes to the consumption flow. For a more detailed description of

how we construct our consumption measure, see section A.2.

All monetary variables are rescaled to 2007 prices using the Swedish CPI. Since our

monetary variables are skewed and/or have long tails, we mitigate the risk of outliers

driving our results by winsorizing moneraty variables.8

3 Identification

To estimate the causal effect of family size on outcomes such as financial risk-taking, it is

necessary to account for the endogeneity of fertility decisions. Family size is endogenous if

unobserved characteristics such as risk aversion, impatience and ability are determinants
7 See tables 1 and 3 for participation rates in our different estimation samples.
8 Consumption is winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentile since a small fraction of our sample is assigned

a negative residual measure. Income and financial wealth are bounded by zero and are only winsorized

at the 99th percentile.
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of both fertility plans and portfolio choice (Love, 2010). Reverse causality is also well-

recognized in the literature, as households are likely to make fertility decisions based

on their earnings potential (Angrist and Evans, 1998; Browning, 1992; Lundborg et al.,

2017) and economic conditions in general (Sobotka et al., 2011). To overcome threats to

identification, we combine an event study approach with matching and IV.

The traditional event study approach uses a sample where all households experience

the event and where identification relies on randomness in the timing of the event. The

timing of childbirth is not random, but the event study approach may still capture causal

effects under the assumption that many unobserved characteristics are likely to evolve

smoothly and should not exhibit large jumps during the years surrounding child birth

(Angelov et al., 2016; Kleven et al., 2018). Nevertheless, unobservables may have an

impact on timing of the event itself.

To alleviate concerns that our event study design is confounded by unobservable char-

acteristics, we include household fixed effects which subsumes time invariant factors such

as parental cohort and age at first birth. Because we are working with a rolling panel of

households, household fixed effects also addresses sample selection effects. By eliminating

cross-household variation, we reduce concerns that our treatment effects reflect inherent

differences between households observed at different event times.

In addition to household fixed effects, we want to control for time-varying confounders

such as life-cycle effects (age) and calender year. However, as shown by Borusyak and

Jaravel (2016), the nature of time passing means that age, event time and calendar year

are perfectly collinear within a household so while solving one problem, the household

fixed effect creates problems of its own. Our solution to the underidentification problem is

to use matching to construct a control group, allowing us to separately identify calendar

year effects from treatment effects.

At the intensive margin, a natural control group for households who proceed to a

specific parity are households who stop at the previous parity. To be able to compare our

matching results to the IV approach, we are particularly interested in parents who go on

to have a third child. Specifically, each household who have their third child in calendar

year c0 is matched to a two-children household with similar characteristics. We match

exactly on mothers’ and fathers’ age (two year bins) and mothers’ education (3 levels)

in year c−1, the birth year of the second child and indicators for paying property tax in
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years c−2, c−3, c−4 and c−5. The latter is available going back to 1985 and is used as a

proxy for household wealth and housing tenure choice. Within each exact-match cell, we

match by the propensity score9 of household income in c−2, c−3 and c−4. Each matched

control is assigned the same placebo third birth year as the corresponding treated couple.

This enables us to include event time indicators as control variables to ensure that at

any given event time, we are comparing treated couples to controls with a similar age

profile.10 We then estimate the following equation:

Yict = αi +
∑
k 6=−1

βk · I[k = t] ·Dn
i +

∑
k/∈[−1,−2]

νk · I[k = t] +
∑
y

γy · I[y = c] + εict (2)

where Yict is the outcome of household i, in calendar year c ∈ [2000, 2007], at event time

t (we define the birth year of the child as event time zero, t = 0). Dn
i is an indicator

for the birth of the nth child (will focus on the third child, n = 3) which thus separates

the treatment and control group. I[k = t] are event time indicators while I[y = c]

are calendar year indicators. βk gives us the treatment effects as the difference in the

change in outcome relative to t = −1. Similar to a difference-in-differences specification,

the identifying assumption is that conditional on a household fixed effect, parents in

the control group represent the counter factual outcome of treated families. While the

matching procedure gives some credibility to the parallel trends assumption, visually

examining pre-trends (t < 0) for validation is made precarious by the fact that childbirth

is often anticipated.

We are also interested in estimating the effects of the first child. At this margin,

there are no good control group candidates. We can only identify couples who never

have children if they are married, reducing the pool of potential controls. Additionally,

they are likely different with regards to many unobservable characteristics. Instead, we

use variation in the timing of the first child within cohorts to estimate the effect of the

first birth (according to a traditional event study approach). Using a sample of couples

who all have their first child within our study window, we can estimate a full dynamic

specification similar to (2):

Yict = αi +
∑
k/∈K

βk · I[k = t] +
∑
y

γy · I[y = c] +
∑
a

δa · I[Agem = a] + εict (3)

9 Nearest-neighbor matching with replacement.
10 By leaving out two event time indicators, we are able to separately identify event time effects from

calendar year effects.
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which, in addition to event time and calendar year indicators, also includes a full set of

indicators for the mother’s age. As stated previously, identifying age, event time and

calendar year effects is challenging because of colinearity. We address this by leaving out

a subset of of event time indicators, K in (3). This provides sufficient within household-

by-event time variation in age and calendar year to be able to recover the full set of

parameters in (3). However, as explained by Borusyak and Jaravel (2016), βk in equations

such as (3) can only identify effects relative to a linear trend. This is the major caveat

of (3). A causal interpretation of βk requires that the linear trend represents the counter

factual outcome. In (2), the control group allows us to dynamically estimate the counter

factual trend, whereas in (3) the counter factual is represented by the fixed pre-trend that

is produced by dropping a subset of event time indicators (K). In our estimations, we set

K = {−7,−6,−5,−4,−3,−2}. By fixing the pre-trend up to one year prior to the birth

of the first child, we are implicitly assuming that there are no significant anticipatory

effects occurring prior to one year before the first birth.

To address concerns that our matching strategy does not fully account for unobserved

determinants of fertility plans and portfolio choice at the 2-3 child margin, we provide

additional evidence by way of a novel implementation of the same sex sibling instrument.

We exploit parents’ preferences for mixed sex sibling composition as a source of exogenous

variation in the propensity to proceed past the second parity. That is, parents whose first

two children are of the same sex are more likely to have a third child that those who have

a girl and a boy as their first two children. Angrist and Evans (1998) popularized this

instrument in their seminal study on family size and parents’ labor supply. More recent

studies have used the instrument to examine the effects of family size on child outcomes

such as education (Angrist et al., 2010; Black et al., 2005; Conley and Glauber, 2006)

and IQ (Black et al., 2010) as well as parental income (Angelov and Karimi, 2012; Kleven

et al., 2018).

In any given year, the same sex instrument is assigned to all households who have

their second child. Since the instrument is as good as randomly assigned, it is orthogonal

to potential outcomes. We perform balancing tests on a range of variables to verify that

there are no predictors for having the first two children be of the same sex (see table 2).11

11 We find a borderline significant difference in mother’s age at first birth, but it is too small to be of

economic importance.
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An important characteristic of the same sex instrument is that treatment can lag

assignment considerably. In other words, it may take a couple of years for parents to

have a third child (treatment) after they have had their first two children (assignment).

Using a sample of families who had their second child during 1976 to 1994 (meaning

we can observe them for at least 18 years up until 2012), we find that the first stage

coefficient increases in magnitude for up to 8 years after the instrument is assigned (see

Figure A1). For this reason, we limit our sample to household who we are able to observe

for at least nine years after the birth of their second child which means that we include

households who had their second child between 1976 and 2003.12

In order to use the static (once assigned) same sex instrument to trace out dynamic

effects, we have to construct a relevant control group for each event time that we are

interested in examining. While the random assignment of the instrument alleviates the

need to select the control group on contemporaneous characteristics, our first stage re-

gression shows that time elapsed since the second birth is an important determinant of

compliance. To maintain independence of the instrument, we select the control group

by time since second birth. This is done using a simple two-step procedure. For each

calendar year, we observe all second births as well as the spacing between the second and

third child for families who go on to have a third child. From this empirical distribution,

we randomly draw placebo third birth years for families who have their second child at

the same time but who do not go on to have a third child.13 We then estimate (2) using

the interactions I[k = t] · Samesexi as instruments for I[k = t] ·Di.

Our way of assigning placebo births ensures that for each event time, the distribution

of second and third birth years will be similar across treatment and control groups. This

means that both groups are given the same time to react to the instrument and are

subject to the same trends in the first stage and/or reduced form due to e.g. changes

in parental preferences regarding the sex mix of their children. To gain intuition for

this approach, it can be useful to think about our regression design in terms of separate

12 Given our event time bounds and the years covered in our sample, the earliest third births occur in

1993.
13 Figure A2 shows the distribution of spacing between 2nd and 3rd birth for the treatment and control

group.
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regressions for each event time. Consider the sample we observe at event time t′:

Yict′ = α + βt′Di +
∑
y

γny · I[y = c] + εict′ (4)

Di = δ + πt′Si +
∑
y

ζny · I[y = c] + νict′ (5)

Formally, πt′ is the expected effect on treatment status of the same sex instrument

(S). The independence of the instrument requires that (Angrist and Pischke, 2008, p.

152):

πt′ = E[Di|Si = 1]− E[Di|Si = 0] = E[D1i]− E[D0i] (6)

(7)

where D1i and D0i is the potential treatment status of household i conditional on S = 1

and S = 0, respectively. For a given household, we only observe either of D1i and D0i.

For the second equality to hold, we require that E[Di|Si = 0] is equal to the counter

factual E[D0i|Si = 1] and vice versa.

4 Results

We begin by documenting effects at the extensive margin. Figure 1 presents the our

estimation of equation (3) for the sample of parents we can observe around the time

of their first birth. All our estimates should be interpreted as the change relative to a

fixed pre-trend (see above) and not as a change in levels. We note a substantial drop

in market participation rates (about 3 percentage points or just under 7 percent of a

standard deviation) along with an increase in the share of risky assets. This result would

be consistent with households holding a low initial share of risky assets liquidating their

entire risky portfolio and leaving the market, whereas household with a larger portfolio

primarily draw on cash, thus mechanically increasing their risky share. Market participa-

tion and portfolio volatility starts to decline before the child is born. This could indicate

an anticipatory effect, but it could also be a sign that we are not fixing the pre-trend

correctly. This caveat is due to the fact that treatment is not unanticipated. The effect

on portfolio volatility is a fairly precisely estimated zero.

At the intensive margin, we examine what happens when families have their third

child. At this margin, both the matching and the IV approach are at our disposal. Start-
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ing with the matching approach, Table 3 provides summary statistics for our matched

treatment and control group at the three child margin. By construction, the groups are

similar with regards to age, education and income. They are also similar with regards to

several variables that were not explicitly used in the matching procedure, such as con-

sumption and market participation rates. Figure 2 presents the results from estimating

equation (2). Relative to the control group who does not go on to have a third child,

we again find a negative effect on market participation. As expected, it is smaller in

magnitude compared to the first birth. The flat pre-trend suggests a lack of anticipatory

effects. We also note that there is a slight increase in the share of risky assets right after

the birth of the third child. The lack of any longer term increase suggests that this effect

is purely mechanical, which we will discuss in greater detail in section 4.1.

To gain a better understanding of the nature of these effects, Figure A3 presents

the standard diff-in-diff type graph where we plot the mean outcome for treatment and

control group separately across event times. In panel A, we see that the treatment effect

on market participation is characterized by common drop in participation rates around

the second birth (which on average occurs around t = −3) followed by a flat participation

rate for the treatment group while the control group begins to rebound at t = 0.

To address the concern that household fixed effects and the matched control group

does not sufficiently account for the endogenous fertility decision, we use the same sex

instrument as a source of exogenous variation in parity. As Figure 3 shows, estimating

the dynamic effects around child birth is unfortunately a little too demanding for our

instrument. While the standard errors are too large to draw any firm conclusions, it is

reassuring to see that the point estimates form patterns which are similar to our matching

estimates and are of mostly the same sign. In particular, the point estimates suggests a

similar downward trend in market participation, with a decrease of about 3 percentage

points which is slightly larger than our matching estimate.

Reconciling the results from our empirical exercises, we find that some households

respond to an additional child by an increased propensity to exit or stay out of risky

financial markets in the years just after the child is born. The negative effect on partic-

ipation is small but persistent. Our IV estimates are imprecise but consistently greater

in magnitude than the matched event study, suggesting that our matching approach is

biased towards zero.
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4.1 Channels

To increase our understanding, we explore several potential channels through which child

birth may affect financial risk-taking. The reduced market participation rate could be

a result of a need for cash, causing parents to liquidate their risky holdings. Therefore,

we examine the cash flow effects of having a child. Figure 4 and 5 present our estimates

for income, consumption and wealth around the third child using matching and IV,

respectively. We note a substantial and persistent drop in household income14 associated

with the birth of a child, consistent with the findings of Kolsrud et al. (2017) and Kleven

et al. (2018).

For consumption, we find an increase of about between 4 (matching) and 10 (IV)

percentage points 15. This relatively modest increase is consistent with Browning and

Ejrnæs (2009) (BE) who, using British data, estimates a structural model of the con-

sumption response to children. Using their parameters and functional form to compare a

representative treated family at t = 7 (specified as two adults and three children ages 14,

11 and 7) to a control family (two adults, two children ages 14 and 11), the BE model

predicts a consumption increase of 9 percent. While the BE estimate is in the upper part

of our range, we hypothesize that the generous Swedish welfare state partially makes

up for the discrepancy in expenditures through e.g. heavily subsidized child care. BE

also finds that infants are associated with reduced household consumption expenditures,

consistent with our matching estimates at t = 0 and t = 1.

The emerging gap between consumption and income is financed by drawing on savings.

The negative effect on financial wealth is substantial even around the third birth and

corresponds to a 10 (matching) to a 40 (IV) percentage point reduction relative to the

change in the control group. The fact that the reduction in total financial wealth is

greater than it’s risky component is consistent with households consuming out of cash

primarily. This will mechanically increase the share of risky assets, which is what we see

in panel b) of Figure 2.

The second important liquidity channel is housing. As documented by Figure 6, we

note a 2 percentage point increase in house ownership around the time of child birth

14 Our income variable includes all taxable income such as labor income, benefits, UI and pensions.
15 For the first child, consumption increases with linearly with the age of the child, reaching 10 percentage

points by age 7, see figure ??
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compared to the control group.16 When looking at transactions, we find that treated

families experience a peak in the probability of purchasing a house around the third

birth. However, because the increase relative to the control group occurs in the years

leading up to the third birth, we cannot rule out reverse causality, i.e. that they choose

to have a third child because of a prior housing investment made for unrelated reasons.

When we split the sample by whether a household paid property taxes in t = −2 (see

panel (b) of Figure 6) we find that the two groups experience a similar drop in market

participation. Put together, this suggests that new housing investments alone cannot

explain the drop in market participation. While our data does not allow us to separate

mortgages from other sources of credit, the trend in house ownership is matched by a

long term increase in household debt.

Distinguishing between changes to the household financial portfolio caused by a need

for liquidity and by changing risk preferences is difficult. While the evidence strongly

suggest that liquidity is an important channel, examining the role of risk preferences

requires discerning the motivations behind the financial decisions of the household. While

it seems that the preferred risky portfolio (represented by portfolio volatility) is not

affected by (additional) children, the choice to participate at all may be a consequence of

preferences. We offer some tentative evidence by making two sample splits. First, we split

at the median of mean household income during the three years prior to the birth of the

third child. Second, for the sub-sample of parents for whom t = −1 occurs during 1999 to

2007, we split at the median of the risky financial wealth distribution at t = −1. We then

perform the matching within each half of the distribution and re-estimate equation (2).

We hypothesize that low-income households are more likely to find that their committed

consumption level is close to their income. This could strengthen their precautionary

savings motive and shift their preferences in favor of a safer portfolio. However, as

shown by figure 7, income does not seem to be an important differentiating factor with

regards to market participation or the share of risky assets. Financial wealth reflects

(among other things) the history of the household’s consumption-savings decision. If a

stronger precautionary motive is important, low initial wealth should predict a higher

future savings rate. The fact that the reduction in market participation and financial

16 By a "house", we mean a single-family home. owning a single-family home is by far the most popular

tenure choice among two- and three child families
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wealth seems to be driven by households with low levels of initial wealth17 suggests that

liquidity is the dominating factor.

4.2 Intra-household heterogeneity

Standard theoretical frameworks in household finance employs a cooperative view of the

household and treat portfolio choice as a joint decision of all (adult) members of the

household. However, researchers have shown that both consumption plans (Mazzocco,

2007) and portfolios (Olafsson and Thörnqvist, 2016) are subject to renegotiation between

spouses and that inter-temporal commitment to a specific portfolio is difficult. In Sweden,

maintaining an individual savings account is the norm, even after marriage.18 Since

making unilateral changes to one’s portfolio is cheap, we hypothesize that there is scope

for spouses to react independently to the arrival of a child. Previous studies have shown

that the arrival of a child is associated with a persistent negative effect on women’s rather

than men’s income (Angelov et al., 2016; Kleven et al., 2018; Kolsrud et al., 2017). This

emergent gender gap in income may translate into different portfolio choices of mothers

and fathers.

We examine heterogeneity within households by estimating (2) separately for mothers

and fathers at the third child margin. Panel (a) of Figure 8 shows the well-established

divergence between the income of mothers and fathers after child birth (Angelov et al.,

2016; Kleven et al., 2018; Kolsrud et al., 2017). Mothers experience a large drop in

earned income of about 25 % of their baseline relative to the control group. While they

partially recover after a few years, the negative effect is persistent. Fathers’ income after

the birth of a third child is almost completely unaffected.19 Panel (b)-(e) show that there

is no clear gender divergence in portfolio choice. While it seems like women reduce their

market participation and portfolio volatility to a greater extent than men, the differences

are very small. The last panel of Figure 8 suggests that women do experience a larger

relative decrease in financial wealth, although the gap is smaller than for income. This is

likely driven by the income penalty in combination with a non-equalizing redistribution

17 In the bottom half, the average household has a risky financial portfolio worth about 1,000 SEK.
18 A survey by a major bank concludes that only 15 percent of respondents only have joint savings

(Nordea, 2017)
19 At the 0-1 child margin we find a slight decrease in fathers’ income, consistent with the findings of

Kolsrud et al. (2017)
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within the household.

4.3 What happens in the long run?

Risky assets have historically generated greater returns than safe assets. Market partic-

ipation is therefore an important determinant of the long run accumulation of financial

wealth. A decrease in market participation following the birth of a child may thus have

long-term consequences for financial wealth, especially if the lowered participation rate

is persistent.

To examine the long run effects, we expand the window of observation to t ∈ [−3, 14].

An important caveat is that as we move further away from the event, the control group

will represent a less reliable counter factual, as we perform the matching on pre-event

characteristics.

Figure 9 shows some sign of a long term reversal in the market participation rate for

households with three or more children compared to two-child households, but only 12

years after the birth of the third child. In addition, panel (b) suggests that the gap in

the effect on financial wealth is increasing over time. This stagnation in financial wealth

accumulation may be the results of a lower market participation rate. Consistent with

the long term reversal in market participation, the share of the financial portfolio made

up by risky assets is increasing in the long run.

5 Conclusion

This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of how the birth of a child affects the

financial portfolio of parents. By using rich register data on individual level portfolio

composition, we examine several dimensions of portfolio choice including whether or not

parents own any risky assets at all, the extent to which they own risky assets (the share of

risky assets) and the level of risk in their portfolio as measured by volatility. In addition,

we describe what happens to the household budget. We use a matched treatment and

control sample in an event study specification with household fixed effects as well as an

instrumental variable approach.

Our main finding is a small but persistent negative effect on market participation,

likely caused by a sell-off in response to a need for cash following the birth of a child.
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While there are several theoretical reasons why a rational household could want to re-

balance their portfolio following a fertility shock, such as a precautionary savings motive,

an increased investment horizon or increased levels of committed consumption, we do

not find evidence in favor of active portfolio re-balancing. While our findings show that

having children drives housing investments and mortgage debt, which has been shown to

have a (net) negative causal effect on e.g. the share of risky assets (Chetty et al., 2017),

any re-balancing effect seems to be crowded out by the immediate need for liquidity. This

need is exacerbated by the negative income shock and increased non-durable consumption

needs that comes with having a child.

From a policy perspective, cash transfers to families with children may have important

multiplier effects by way of facilitating a return to risky financial markets and thus allow-

ing households to reap the benefits of the equity risk premium. We leave assessing the size

of this effect to future research. The fact that it seems to be the least wealthy households

who exit the market has implications for the evolution of the wealth distribution.
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Table 1: Summary statistics, first child

Mean SD p25 p50 p75

House ownership 0.27 0.44 0 0 1

Mother’s age 28.28 4.50 25 28 31

Father’s age 30.50 5.03 27 30 33

Mother’s years of schooling 13.48 2.20 12 14 16

Father’s years of schooling 12.98 2.28 11 12 16

Market participation 0.73 0.45 0 1 1

Direct equity participation 0.41 0.49 0 0 1

Risky share 0.34 0.34 0.00 0.26 0.63

Portfolio volatility 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.15 0.24

Earned income (SEK) 494,997 231,933 361,239 484,424 607,106

Consumption (SEK) 304,920 346,037 200,948 313,740 427,047

Financial wealth (SEK) 209,197 361,889 13,491 77,504 239,690

Notes: Summary statistics of variables observed one year before the birth of the first child.

Table 2: Balancing test, IV sample

Same sex Mixed sex p-value

Mother’s birth year 1966.18 1966.16 0.615

Father’s birth year 1963.78 1963.76 0.394

Mother’s age at 1st birth 27.02 26.99 0.038

Father’s age at 1st birth 29.42 29.39 0.193

Mother’s years of schooling 12.64 12.62 0.569

Father’s years of schooling 12.31 12.29 0.111

Pre 2nd birth income (SEK)a 367,418 366,948 0.589

Property value, pre 2nd birth (SEK) 381,087 380,920 0.878

Number of observations 996,880 995,177
aMean of household income five years prior to second birth in 2007 SEK
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Table 3: Summary statistics, matched sample for the three child margin

Panel A: Treated

Mean p25 p50 p75

Mother’s age 32.60 30 33 35

Father’s age 35.26 32 35 38

Mother’s years of schooling 13.12 11 12 16

Father’s years of schooling 12.76 11 12 16

Market participation 0.66 0 1 1

Direct equity participation 0.40 0 0 1

Risky share 0.33 0.00 0.21 0.64

Portfolio volatility 0.23 0.11 0.17 0.27

Total volatility 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.11

Earned income (SEK) 507,847 373,597 474,988 601,230

Consumption (SEK) 378,330 254,651 346,199 465,646

Financial wealth (SEK) 190,001 6,787 48,284 184,160

Panel B: Controls

Mean p25 p50 p75

Mother’s age 32.61 30 33 35

Father’s age 35.25 32 35 38

Mother’s years of schooling 13.12 11 12 16

Father’s years of schooling 12.76 11 12 16

Market participation 0.67 0 1 1

Direct equity participation 0.39 0 0 1

Risky share 0.34 0.00 0.22 0.65

Portfolio volatility 0.23 0.11 0.17 0.26

Total volatility 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.11

Earned income (SEK) 505,651 380,479 474,545 593,537

Consumption (SEK) 378,341 268,280 350,533 459,633

Financial wealth (SEK) 171,948 6,936 47,455 170,776

The table displays summary statistics for the nearest neighbor-matched treatment and control group at

t = −1.
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Figure 1: Simple event study for the first child, portfolio choice
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Notes: The figures display the estimated coefficients of equation (3). Shaded areas represent 95 percent

CI’s. N = 3,563,019.
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Figure 2: Matched event study for the third child, portfolio choice
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Notes: The figures display the estimated coefficients of equation (2) on a sample of families having their

third child at event time t = 0. t = −1 is used as the baseline. Shaded areas represent 95 percent CI’s.

Number of observations: 1,082,007.
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Figure 3: IV event study for the third child, portfolio choice
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Notes: The figure displays the 2SLS estimates of equation (2) using the same sex indicator interacted

with event time as instruments for the treatment event time interactions. Shaded areas represent 95

percent CI’s. Standard errors clustered at the household level. Number of households: 1,893,651.
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Figure 4: Matched event study, third child: Income, consumption and wealth

(a) Earned income
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Notes: The figures display the estimated coefficients of equation (2) on a sample of families having their

third child at event time t = 0. t = −1 is used as the baseline. Effects on income, consumption, financial

wealth and value of risky assets are rescaled to percent of the sample average at t = −1. Shaded areas

represent 95 percent CI’s. Standard errors clustered at the household level. Number of observations:

1,082,007.
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Figure 5: IV event study for the third child
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Notes: The figures display the estimated coefficients of equation (2) on a sample of families having their

third child at event time t = 0. t = −1 is used as the baseline. Effects on income, consumption, financial

wealth and value of risky assets are rescaled to percent of the sample average at t = −1. Shaded areas

represent 95 percent CI’s. Standard errors clustered at the household level. Number of observations:

1,893,651.
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Figure 6: Matched event study, third child: Housing
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Notes: The figures display the estimated coefficients of equation (2) on a sample of families having their

third child at event time t = 0. t = −1 is used as the baseline. Debt is rescaled to percent of the sample

average at t = −1. Shaded areas represent 95 percent CI’s. Standard errors clustered at the household

level. Number of observations: 1,082,007.
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Figure 7: Market participation around the third birth, by initial income and wealth

Panel A: By initial income
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Panel B: By initial risky financial assets
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Notes: Panel A shows the estimated coefficients of equation (2) parents by mean household earnings

during the three years before the birth of the third child. Panel B shows estimated coefficients for the

sample of parents we observe at t = −1. The sample is split by the value of their risky financial assets

at t = −1. The earnings coefficients are expressed as percentages of the mean at t = −1. Shaded areas

represent 95 percent CI’s. Standard errors clustered at the household level.
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Figure 8: Matched event study for the third child, by gender
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Notes: The figures display the estimated coefficients of equation (2), estimated separately for mothers

and fathers who had their third child at event time t = 0. t = −1 is used as the baseline. Shaded areas

represent 95 percent CI’s. Standard errors clustered at the household level. Number of observations:

1,082,007.
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Figure 9: Matched event study for the third child, extended event time window
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Notes: The figures display the estimated coefficients of equation (2) on a sample of families having their

third child at event time t = 0. t = −1 is used as the baseline. Financial wealth and value of risky assets

expressed as percentages of sample mean at t = −1. Shaded areas represent 95 percent CI’s. Standard

errors clustered at the household level. Number of observations: 2,085,103.



A Appendix

A.1 Figures

Figure A1: First stage
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Notes: Figure A1 shows first stage coefficients when we use a fixed sample of households who had their

second child between 1976-1994. We observe additional children born up until 2012, thus all households

in the sample are observed every t ∈ [0, 18]. The coefficients represent the effect of having the first two

children be of the same sex on the probability of having more than two children. All regressions include

a full set of dummies for mother’s and father’s year of birth, age at first birth and calendar year.
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Figure A2: Spacing between 2nd and 3rd child
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Notes: Figure A2 displays the outcome of our random assignment of placebo 3rd birth years based on

the empirical distribution of years between the second and third child among treated families.
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Figure A3: Matched event study for the third birth, averages across event times

Panel A: Portfolio choice
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Panel B: Income and wealth
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Notes: The figures show means at each event time for households with three children (treated) and the

matched households with two children (control).



A.2 Consumption

We calculate household consumption using the following equation:

Ct = Yt − rt + ∆Dt − St −REt − Pt (8)

Household consumption Ct is income minus changes in net wealth. From Statistics Swe-

den we get household disposable income which is income net of taxes, transfers, interest

income and dividends. To this which we add the imputed rent for home owners to get

a comprehensive measure of household income, Yt. The imputed rent captures the value

of owner-occupied housing services. Here, we follow the capital market approach by

Fagereng and Halvorsen (2017) and estimate imputed rent as 3 percent of the market

value of household real estate holdings. We subtract interest payments (rt), changes to

debt (∆Dt), net cash-flow from real estate transactions (REt), contributions to private

pension savings (Pt) and active financial savings (St).

Active financial saving include changes in bank account balance and active re-balancing

of stocks, bonds and mutual funds. By using historical price data, we can separate actual

portfolio cash-flows from changes in portfolio value due to changes in market prices. We

calculate St as the difference between current portfolio value, and the counter-factual

portfolio value had the household not engaged in re-balancing during the year:

St =
∑
k

pktAkt −
∑
k

pktAkt−1 (9)

Due to the low frequency of our data, (9) implicitly assumes that the household engages

in an buy-and-hold strategy and only trades at the end of each year.

For the tax-favored capital insurance accounts20, we only observe the aggregated

market value of holdings. We assume everyone holds the Stockholm OMXSPI index

throughout the year to calculate cash-flow. Figure A4 presents the distribution of our

consumption measure.

20 In 2007, capital insurance accounts made up around 5 percent of financial wealth.
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Figure A4: Register-based consumption measure
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Notes: The figure shows the kernel density plot (Epanechnikov kernel) of our consumption measure for

the main samples used in our study. Annual consumption in 2007 SEK.

A.3 Portfolio volatility

To calculate portfolio volatility we collect data on excess monthly returns 21 for the

universe of assets held by Swedish investors. For 2000-2007, we use a lagged two year

window of monthly returns, giving us 23 data points per security. To have a measure

that reflect recent volatility, we weight the estimated covariance matrix exponentially.

The weight vector w = (w1, ..., w23) has a typical element:

wi =
γi∑23
j=1 γ

j
(10)

where we set the "forgetting factor" γ to 0.9. The portfolio variance for household i, σ2
i ,

is calculated as the inner product of the estimated covariance matrix Σi and the vector

of household portfolio weights wi:

σ2
i = w′iΣiwi (11)

21 In excess of the 90-day Swedish T-bill rate.
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Finally, we convert our measure of portfolio variance to annualized portfolio standard

deviation:

σi,annual =
√

12σ2
i (12)

To limit the impact of extremely volatile portfolios, we winsorize the resulting variable

at the 99.9th percentile.
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